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1. INTRODUCTION 
Jensen’s inequality for convex (concave) funtions can be stated as 
follows. 
Suppose that f is convex (concave) on a convex set C, C is a subset 
of real linear space X. Then for x,, . . . . x, in C and p,, . . . . p,, 2 0, 
P,=CI=* Pi>% 
f (+ $ Pixi) 
nr=1 
G ( 2 I$ ,i: Pif (Xi). 
n r=l 
In [3], J. E. PeEariC: and S. S. Dragomir have proved the following 
refinement of ( 1): 
THEOREM A. Let J C + R’ be a convex (concaoe) function on C, xi E C, 
pi 2 0, and P, > 0 (1 < i < n). Then the following inequality holds: 
where k is a positive integer such that 1 < k < n - 1. 
Further on, we shall point out other refinements of Jensen’s inequality. 
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2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We state the first main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let f: C--t R be a convex mapping, xiE C, pi> 0, and 
P, > 0. Then the following inequality holds: 
(3) 
for every positive integer k such that 1 <k 6 n. 
Proof. The first part of (3) follows from Theorem A. We prove the 
second. 
For all xii, . . . . xlk E C we have 
t i fW-f ($ i q=i; i f&)-f (; i X&)1 
J=l J=l J=l J=l 
Multiplying these inequalities with pi, -..pc B 0 and summing on i,, . . . . i, 
from 1 to n, we derive 
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Since a simple calculation shows that 
l i 
’ ;I ik = 1 piL 
. ..Pik i fcx,)=P:--’ i Pif(Xi), 
3 1 j=l i=l 
then the above inequality implies the second part of (3) and the proof is 
finished. 
COROLLARY. Let j C + [w be convex, X,E C (16 i< n). Then the 
following inequality holds: 
To prove the second main result of this paper, we need the following 
interesting lemma. 
LEMMA. Let f be a convex (concave) function defined on a convex set C 
with real values and X,E C, pi > 0 (1~ i,< n) with P, > 0. Then for all 
integers k (l<k<n) and q,>O (l<j<k) such that Qk>O we have the 
inequality 
w$ .t Pifbi). 
n ,=I 
ProoJ: By Jensen’s inequality we have 
for all i,, ,.., ik E { 1, . . . . n}. 
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Multiplying these inequalities with pi, . . . pik 2 0 and summing on i, , . . . . i, 
from 1 to n, we derive 
Since a simple calculation gives 
i= 1 
from the above inequality follows the second part of inequality (4). 
To prove the first part of (4) we need to following inequality which holds 
from Jensen’s inequality for k-variables: 
. 
Since a simple calculation shows that 
l i 
Z iI,.... ik= I pi’ 
...Pik i qjxi/=pf:-* E pixi, 
j= 1 i= 1 
then the above inequality implies the first part of (4) and the proof is 
finished. 
COROLLARY. Letf, C, xi, qj (l<i<n, l<j<k) be as above. Then it 
follows that 
Remark 1. If k = 2, q1 = t, q2 = l-t, ZE [O, 11 we obtain the main 
result of [l] and if we assume that q1 = ... qk = 1 we recapture from (4) a 
part of Theorem A. 
Now, we can give the following generalization of Theorem 1. 
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THEOREM 2. Letf, C, Xi, pi (1 <i&n), q, (1 djbk), andk be as in the 
above lemma. Then we have the inequality 
f $ Piftxz)-f ($ i Prli) 
n r=l n r=l 
The proof follows from the above lemma with an argument similar to 
that in the proof of Theorem 1. We omit the details. 
COROLLARY. Let f, C, xi, qj be as above. Then we have 
i j!I fCxi)-f (t $ Xj) 
I=1 r=, 
I,, . . . . Q = 1 
f ($ ,$ y;I,) 
k/ 1 
’ Qknkil,...,ik=l j=l L jY / i qjf.tx*,)~ 
Remark 2. If we choose f as in the following: f: X-r 63, f(x) = I(x(Jp 
([[.I[ is a norm on X, pal); jR-+R+, f(x)=expx; f:(O,m)+R, 
f(x) = -In x, etc., we can obtain refinements of some well-known 
inequalities for vectors or real numbers as in [2], but we omit the details. 
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